
LSEG 
Islamic Finance
Tools and applications to help you capitalise
on Islamic finance opportunities



At LSEG®, we build on our expertise and knowledge of Islamic finance 
to address key industry challenges and transform them into growth 
opportunities. Our Islamic finance insights will enable your organisation 
to unlock its potential and explore strategic growth opportunities through 
our industry-leading market intelligence and customised solutions.
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13,800+
Active sukuk profiles

30,000+

Stocks screened for Shariah 
compliance

1,600+
Islamic financial 
institution profiles
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Content and events
We provide bespoke event content through our wide 
network of experienced professionals. Our coverage includes 
conferences, seminars, roundtables, awards, newsletters,  
social media and more.

Trading solutions
Our cutting-edge solutions are designed to address the 
entire trading cycle for Islamic finance instruments, including 
primary dealing and secondary markets. Our innovative 
workflow solutions include LSEG’s post-trade solution Islamic 
Deal Connect (IDC), a comprehensive tool for key treasury 
functions including trading, bilateral transactions and portfolio 
management that supports Islamic finance institutions through 
their daily activities.

Sustainable finance
Our Islamic finance proposition provides access to exclusive 
market data, news and reports covering the latest trends on 
sustainability, including ESG data and scores for various asset 
classes covering funds, equities, banks, indices, green  
and ESG sukuk.

Indices solutions
Through FTSE Russell, LSEG creates leading Islamic index 
solutions that allow Islamic institutions to benchmark their 
investment performance and create world-class index-based 
investment products, including sukuk, equities, ESG, ETFs, 
mutual funds, etc.
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Market data
We are the world’s leading independent source of intelligent 
information and data. Through our platform, Workspace, we 
provide real-time data on sukuk, money market, equities, 
indices and funds in addition to news, research and  
a comprehensive database of Shariah and legal content. 
We also provide exclusive access to the Islamic Finance 
Development Indicator (IFDI) database, which includes 
underlying data covering different sectors and asset classes.

Market research and intelligence
Our award-winning research house delivers reliable insights 
and market intelligence by leveraging our human expertise and 
industry networks. Our experts produce more than 15 reports 
on an annual basis, covering various Islamic finance industries, 
markets and asset classes and offers in-depth analysis and 
insights.
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To read more on Islamic finance, please visit our website LSEG.com/en/Islamic-Finance 

Subscribe to Islamic Finance Gateway (IFG) newsletter: solutions.refinitiv.com/IFGdaily-subscription-page

Contact us on IFG@lseg.com 

Follow us on X at @IFGateway 

https://www.lseg.com/en/islamic-finance
https://solutions.lseg.com/IFGdaily-subscription-page
https://www.lseg.com/en

